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Quote Du Jour:
“Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.”

REFLECTION:

Going For the Gold – Tr agedy and triumph
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What a spectacular few weeks of Olympic medal triumphs! I’m sure most of us have tried to obliterate the
trials and mundane ness of life by vicariously living through our incredibly talented athletes. It truly has
been exciting watching Andre Bilodeau fly down the slopes of Cypress to that first Gold on Canadian soil;
followed by Maela Richer starting the women out with the first Gold in snowboarding; and Carla Hughes
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
humbly being decorated with a bronze in speed skating with all the other medals she has accumulated in
“A Psalm of Life”
past Olympics. The skating, curling and hockey brought each country together in either celebration or
defeat. The Continents- represented through those five glorious rings- were unified in hope, at least for
a couple of weeks. We went for the Gold and then exceeded our expectations with the culmination of
the “Golden Goal” by Sidney Crosby!
Radio Africa –
Yet - with the triumph comes the tragedy - as Georgia watched their 21 year old luge driver hit the
“Vision For Christ”
pole; as Joannie Rochette heard the news of her mother’s sudden death shortly after the Mom’s
arrival in Vancouver to watch her daughter skate; and as we continued to hear about the tragedy
As always, we have selected a few listener
in Haiti, Chile, and other countries around the world. The pain- both individual and collective- is
responses from among the many we receive.
sometimes overwhelming. We trudge along from day to day meeting the necessities of life and then
Please take the time to read them- we’re excited
come home to snuggle up warm and safe inside our comfortable homes -praying it will all be ok
by the evident impact of the broadcasts across the
and that it will all go away. Yes we do give generously to the causes broadcast to us by the media.
continent.
However do we reach deep inside ourselves and love generously too? Do we “run the race” looking
for the eternal “victory set before us”?
“I am still amazed but grateful of God’s work in my
Many of us have lost loved ones over the past few months. We are given hope as we celebrate their
life by his word through Radio Africa #2 and of all
lives and are inspired by all they have given us to continue the life race. However grieving a friend,
the testimonies that I hear from people who listen to
a loved one, and a family member, who no longer is with us brings a loss so deep and so profound
Radio Africa. Radio Africa #2 is a true blessing for us
that our roots are shaken and our faith becomes dim. We can lose the strength to battle on.
followers of Jesus Christ.”
Our trip to Malawi in December of last year gave me a fresh realization that what we are doing
Patric
with God’s help, that what we are giving through your generosity, and that what we are struggling
Vanderbijipark, South Africa
through here together, truly does make a difference. Your support and prayers have given hope to
an area in Malawi so remote, so desolate, so underdeveloped - where there are so many orphans
“I have been able to listen to your powerful messages
that few receive education, where wells are hand dug, where grandparents struggle to feed and
on the above station. This clear message has indeed
shelter the little ones in the surrounding villages without homes in the torrential rains, and where
coaxed me from my unbelief.”
there is little or no medication or medical help for many miles.
Morah Kimeya
I know I have felt such exhaustion over the past few years that I have almost given up hope.
Masaka, Uganda
However it has been a kind word, or a simple prayer, or someone coming alongside of us that has
encouraged us not to give up...to continue on in hope - to go for the Gold!
“This program on Radio Africa has been my Daily
Please dig deep inside your hearts to love generously as you continue to work with us so that we
Bread all these times and we pray that you will be on
can, with God’s help, turn tragedy into triumph, and continue to give HOPE.
air for a longer time to help us grow in the word.”
“May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in Him so that you may overflow
Justice Mahte
with HOPE” - Romans 15:13
Azcra, Ghana

“First and foremost my heart is filled with joy
and love over your preaching in my heart. To
find myself in prison was due to my bad friends
“Tawonga” is a Chitumbuka word from Northern Malawi meaning “We are grateful.” This feature of
of which was my way to meet Christ in prison;
Frontiers allows us to say thank you to those who have partnered with us in a significant way – either
through your messages, your preaching on the
financially or through encouragement and support to “keep pressing on.”
Radio East Africa Christian Broadcasting
Our “Tawonga” this time goes to Newton Sindo and his wife Idah and son Praise. Newton has devoted
channel that brings the gospel to the doorstep
himself to God’s work through Future Vision Ministries in Southern Malawi. They have now relocated
to Zomba to be closer to the work.
of prison cells and even to the door step of
people in Zambia as well. I have been
Newton has done an extensive survey of the area to determine the needs and prepare a plan of action for
the future. We appreciate his integrity and assistance in advancing the work there.
listening to your inspiring anointed
powerful message from weekend Sunday
… and so to Newton and his family we say “Tawonga”!
9:45 am. I thank you for wishing a lot
different in many souls of prisoners.
Yours in Christ Jesus.”
by Melody Leclair
Maximum Security Prison
As Outreach Worker, I work directly with families on Social Assistance and or, families under significant financial
Death Row Section
stress. It is my role to link families to Community Resources such as: Employment/ Education, Recreation,
Cell 1
Food, Clothing, Shelter, Childcare and Children’s Needs, Counselling, and Transportation. I am able to provide
Kabwe Zambia
individuals with the “know how” to navigate social systems, as well as provide some of the practical tools and

Tawonga

Outreach

financial subsidies to make the impossible, possible for both parents and children.
I liken my role as Outreach Worker to that of a human search engine. I am the “google go to” person that is able
to search out the range of possibilities in any particular area of need, offering a hand up, rather than just a hand out;
empowering people with resourcefulness and confidence to go through processes that lead to results. I have a real passion
for people, hearing their stories, and sharing in their journeys, which, no different to our own, are filled with both joy and
pain.
The needs are great, and clearly on the increase. More people are accessing services than ever before, and on top of that, are in
need of them longer because of the limited numbers of jobs to return to after utilizing E.I. and other social services.
One woman writes: “Where I would be, without outreach??? Not in a very good place that is for sure. Once a very successful career women,
able to support myself and my children, I was not sure what to do , when illness struck and I was unable to work anymore. Life for the kids
and I without outreach would be a very dark place. I would have never known of any of the resources out there, without the knowledge of my
outreach worker! Thank you sooo much for everything!”

Malawi Update

What’s Poppin’
By Mike Watson
It was nearly impossible not to catch the
Olympic spirit during the end of February;
and this was certainly the case at the Popcorn
House. At February’s Family Friday, the
Popcorn House held its Winter Olympic
Games. There were no torches, celebrity
spectators, corporate sponsors, or imported
snow, but there were plenty of Olympic
heroes. However Popcorn House did present
real medals minus the precious or semiprecious metals.
In the first event- a luge-like game that
involved sitting on a rolly cart and pushing
yourself with two plungers-the sixty plus
spectators cheered on as Musa, who is eight
years old, rolled through the finish line
less than half a second faster than Jibron
to capture the coveted gold medal. It was a
priceless moment.
The second and last event was a group skiing
race that required a team of five people to work
together to ski across the room while strapped
to two long wooden skis. The races were fun
and competitive. During each race, you could
hear both teams yelling, “Right, Left, Right,
Left…” trying desperately to move in sync
to beat the other team. This did not always
work out - when one team member fell, it
often knocked the rest down like dominos.
Chaos and laughter were more often seen
than coordination and grace. However, there
was one team that displayed tremendous
skill and teamwork. “Girl Power”, composed
of Komal, Saman, Aiman, Maahnoor, and
Candice, slid their way to a gold medal after
4 undefeated preliminary rounds. Of all the
incredible Olympic memories made in 2010,
this is probably my favourite (although Sidney
Crosby’s overtime goal is a close second).
It has been widely reported that the Vancouver
Olympic Games gave Canada a renewed sense
of pride and togetherness. Because of our very
own mini-Olympics, the same feeling radiated
from the Popcorn House community.

Please visit our newly developed website at www.fvm.on.ca.

Pr ayer Points
By Dan and Chris Hayhoe
Malawi
1. Pray for wisdom as we develop priorities for
the work to be undertaken in Southern Zomba
District in 2010.

Thanks to the Lyle S. Hallman
Foundation we were able to continue
our GET READY FOR SCHOOL
program – introducing literacy to
preschoolers
Nutrition for Learning continues to
fund our daily breakfast club along with
additional supplies from our very own
Hespeler Tim Horton’s!
The Rotary Club of Cambridge
Sunrise continues to fund our Staircase
Project – offering special events and
challenges to pre-teen boys girls &
Leaders initiatives
We are Grateful!

The Cindos
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We have a lot to be thankful for! We spent
sixteen days in Malawi in December and
covered 3,500 kilometers in the southern
half of the country. We are grateful to
Emmanuel International for again renting
their truck to us for the duration of the trip along with our great
driver (and brother and friend), George. Even though there was a
massive fuel shortage in Malawi we never ran out!
We had three meetings with Future Vision Ministries’ lawyer in
the capital, Lilongwe, and significantly advanced the registration
process.
We then drove south to Blantyre for meetings at the Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital where
two of our interns from University of Waterloo complete a two month clinical rotation each
year. We have also financially assisted the Blantyre Institute for Community Ophthalmology in
doing pediatric cataract surgery (visit our website for details).
Two doctors from the McMaster University affiliated Centre for Family Medicine spent a week
with us there establishing a family practice residency rotation at the same
hospital.
We also travelled to Mulanje and Zomba with Newton Sindo, our
Canada-Malawi Liaison Development Officer. Taulo region in southern
Zomba district had been jointly indentified by Future Vision Ministries
and the Malawi government as an area with extensive needs. Having met
with twenty-one local chiefs and twenty-five government departments
and NGO’s, we have put a strategy in place to enhance Early Childhood
Development and eye care delivery systems.
We have also appreciated the development of a partnership with
Emmanuel International which has carried out a water survey of the area
“New
Beginnings”
and will work together with us to provide clean water delivery systems.
Throughout all of this we want to remain true to our philosophy:
1. We will mentor, train and empower local African leadership
to implement and manage new developments within FVM’s
mandate.
2. We will focus primarily on eye care and Early Childhood
Development as being the two areas where we are most qualified
and equipped to provide support.
3. We will deliberately avoid the “mission compound” mentality by
locating permanent African leaders and visiting expatriates off site.

2. Pray for Newton and Idah Sindo since they have
moved to Zomba to oversee the work.
3. Pray (still!) for registration in Malawi of Future
Vision Ministries as an international NGO.

Popcorn House
1. Pray for the hiring of a grant writer to help with
proposals.
2. Pray for sustainable funding so no programs will
be cut.
3. Pray for strength and wisdom in meeting client
needs as they increase with continued economic
stress for many in our community.

Contact
Information
Future Vision Ministries
292 Shepherd Avenue
Cambridge, Ontario N3C 1V1
Phone: (519) 249-0517
Fax: (519) 249-0518
Email FVM at: futurevision@fvm.on.ca
Web: www.fvm.on.ca
Email Popcorn House at:
popcorn@popcornhouse.ca
Web: www.popcornhouse.ca
Our American friends can receive a tax
receipt by making your check payable to:
Messages of God’s Love-Multilingual
1234 SW 304th Street
Federal Way, Washington 98023
Please specify that the funds are for Future
Vision Ministries on the check and note any
specific area of ministry you wish to support.

